Abstract. We formulate a new free-boundary type mathematical model describing the interac-4 tion between a shell and a mesh-like structure consisting of thin rods. Composite structures of this 5 type arise in many applications. One example is the interaction between vascular walls treated with 6 vascular devices called stents. The new model embodies two-way coupling between a 2D Naghdi 7 type shell model, and a 1D network model of curved rods, describing no-slip and balance of contact 8 forces and couples (moments) at the contact interface. The work presented here provides a unified 9 framework within which 3D deformation of various composite shell-mesh structures can be studied. 10
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1. Introduction. In this paper we formulate a free-boundary type mathematical applications where an elastic mesh is used to reinforce the underlying shell structure.
27
The main motivation for this work comes from the study of the interaction between which is characterized by occlusion or narrowing of coronary arteries due to plaque 31 deposits. Stents, which are metallic mesh-like tubes, are implanted into coronary 32 arteries to prop the arteries open and to recover normal blood supply to the heart 33 muscle. Understanding the interaction between vascular walls and stents is important 34 in determining which stents produce less complications such as in-stent re-stenosis 35 [7] . Mathematical modeling of stents and other elastic mesh-like structures has been 36 primarily based on using 3D approaches: the entire structure is assumed to be a 37 single 3D structure, and 3D finite elements are used for the numerical approximation 
51
In the present manuscript we develop a mathematical framework within which 52 general mesh-like structures modeled by the 1D reduced net/network model discussed 
58
The shell model that is coupled to the 1D net/network model is a Naghdi-type for a finite element method-based numerical approximation of the coupled problem.
91
Indeed, to illustrate the use of this model, we developed a finite element method-92 based solver within the publicly available software Freefem++ [19] , and applied it to 93 the stent-vessel coupled problem. Models based on four commercially available stents 94 on the US marked were developed (Palmaz, Xience, Cypher, and Express Stent).
95
The stents were coupled to the mechanics of strait and curved arteries modeled as stent, where every other horizontal strut is missing, is associated with higher flexibility
102
(i.e., lower bending rigidity) of Xience-like stents, making this class of stents more 103 appropriate for use in "tortuous", i.e., curved, arteries.
104
The simple implementation, low computational costs, and low memory require- shell is resolved in a mathematically accurate and computationally efficient way.
110
2. The shell model. We begin by defining our shell model of Naghdi type in 111 arbitrary geometry. Although typical applications in blood flow assume cylindrical 112 geometry, our model can be used to study 2D-1D coupled systems with arbitrary 113 geometry, which we consider here. 2.1. Geometry of the vessel. The following definition of geometry is classical and can be found in many references, see e.g., [12] . Let ω ⊂ R 2 be an open bounded and simply connected set with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary γ. Let y = (y α ) denote a generic point in ω and ∂ α := ∂/∂y α . Let ϕ : ω → R 3 be an injective mapping of class C 1 such that the two vectors a α (y) = ∂ α ϕ(y) are linearly independent at all the points y ∈ ω. They form the covariant basis of the tangent plane to the 2-surface S = ϕ(ω) at ϕ(y). The contravariant basis of the same plane is given by the vectors a α (y) defined by a α (y) · a β (y) = δ α β . We extend these bases to the base of the whole space R 3 by the vector
The first fundamental form or the metric tensor, written in covariant A c = (a αβ ) or contravariant A c = (a αβ ) coordinates/components of surface S, are given respectively by
The area element along S is √ ady, where a := det A c . 
This function space is a Hilbert space when equipped with the norm 
.
121
The shell model we consider in this paper is given by: find (u, ω) ∈ V N (ω) such that
123
The term B ms ((u, ω), (u, ω)) describes the extensibility and shearability of the shell 124 as it measures the membrane and shear energy.
measures the flexural energy. The shell thickness is denoted by h, f is the surface 126 force density, while the elasticity tensors
where we have used the notationQ = a
The matrix B f ∈ M 2 (R) is assumed to be positive definite and the elasticity tensor A is given by
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where λ and µ are the Lamé coefficients. We assume that 3λ + 2µ, µ > 0. When 129 applied to symmetric matrices the tensor A is the same as the elasticity operator that 130 appears in the classical shell theories.
131
The shell model we use is of Naghdi type since the shell energy contains the 132 membrane, the shear and the flexural energy. This model can be viewed as a small 133 perturbation of the classical Naghdi shell model but with some superior properties.
134
By considering equation (2.2) on the subspace of V N (ω) for which 
152
For a smooth geometry, e.g., for ϕ ∈ C 1 (ω; R 3 ) such that ∂ 1 ϕ(y), ∂ 2 ϕ(y) are linearly independent for all y ∈ ω, these conditions hold. Note also that A c = A
−1
c . Under these assumptions it is easy to show that C m and C f are positive definite (with constants c m and c f , respectively) and that the following inequality holds or all
, where C N > 0. From here one can easily see that a shell is positive definite on V N (ω):
154
Now the existence of a unique solution for the shell model (2.2) follows by the Lax- circulation, see Figure 1 . We consider the supporting mesh structure to be a three-161 dimensional elastic body defined as a union of three-dimensional local components
162
(e.g. stent struts), see Figure 1 . The local components (such as stent struts) are 163 slender objects whose geometric distribution and mechanical properties determine 164 the overall, global, emergent elastic properties of mesh-like structures such as stents.
165
After the insertion of a stent into a vessel, the stent deforms as a result of the forces 
186
A curved rod model is a one-dimensional approximation of a "thin" three-dimensional 
193
The one-dimensional model for curved elastic rods that we use here is given in terms This manuscript is for review purposes only.
to the arc length of the middle line of the curved rod. For a given force with line 198 densityf , and angular momentumg, the model reads: find (ũ,ω,q,p) such that
The first two equations describe the balance of contact force and contact moment, respectively, while the last two equations describe the constitutive relation for a curved, linearly elastic rod, and the condition of inextensibility and unshearability of the rod, respectively. The matrices H and Q are given by [10] :
Here estimate. This will further simplify the equations of the 1D curved rod model.
216
The problem for a single rod: weak formulation. To derive a weak formulation we proceed as usual: multiply the first equation in (3.1) byṽ and the second equation in (3.1) byw, where (ṽ,w) ∈ H 1 (0, ℓ; R 3 ) × H 1 (0, ℓ; R 3 ), and integrate by parts over [0, ℓ] . After insertingq from the first equation in (3.2) we obtain:
The condition for inextensibility and unshearability of the curved rod, i.e., the second equation in (3.2), is included in the test space, which we define to be:
The weak formulation for a single rod problem (3.1)-(3.2) is then given by: find
219
For a single rod, the boundary conditions at s = 0, ℓ need to be prescribed. For the 220 stent problem, the end points of each rod will correspond to stent's vertices where 221 the stent struts (curved rods) meet. At those point the coupling conditions will have 222 to be prescribed. In particular, it will be required that the sum of contact forces be 223 equal to zero, and that the sum of contact moments be equal to zero, for all the rods 224 meeting at a given vertex. This condition will take care of the boundary conditions 225 at s = 0, ℓ for all the rods meeting at a given vertex. structure is modeled as a union of 1D curved rods, we need to define the (topological) 232 distribution of slender rods, the rods' geometry, the points were the slender rods meet,
233
the mechanical properties of the rod's material, and the coupling conditions, i.e., the 234 mechanics of the interaction between the slender components at the points where they 235 meet. Thus, we need to prescribe:
236
• V -a set of mesh vertices (i.e., the points where middle lines of curved rods 237 meet),
238
• N -a set of mesh edges (i.e., the pairing of vertices),
239
• P i -a parametrization of the middle line of the ith rod (i.e., of the edge
• ρ i , µ i , E i -the material constants of the ith rod,
242
• w i , t i -the width and thickness of the cross-section of the ith rod,
243
• The coupling conditions at each vertex V in V.
244
Note that (V, N ) defines a graph and sets the topology of the mesh net. Defining the 245 precise geometry of each slender rod, e.g., defining whether the slender rod component 246 is curved or straight, is given by parameterization P i of the middle line. This intro-
247
duces orientation in the graph. The weak formulation of the elastic mesh net problem,
248
defined below, is independent of the choice of orientation of its slender components.
249
For each edge e i ∈ N , the following 1D curved rod model is used to describe the 3D 250 mechanical properties of the ith slender mesh component:
At each vertex V ∈ V, two coupling conditions need to be satisfied for all the edges 256 meeting at vertex V :
257
• the kinematic coupling condition requiring continuity of middle lines and 258 infinitesimal rotation of cross-sections for all the rods meeting at V , i.e.,
259
(ũ,ω) must be continuous at each vertex,
260
• the dynamic coupling condition requiring the balance of contact forces 261 (p) and contact moments (q) at each vertex.
262
Weak formulation for the elastic mesh problem. We begin by first defining a function space H 1 c (N ; R k ) which is defined on a mesh net (V, N ). This space will be used in the definition of the test space for the elastic mesh net problem. The space This manuscript is for review purposes only.
such that the kinematic coupling condition is satisfied at each vertex V ∈ V. More precisely, at each vertex V ∈ V at which the edges e i and e j meet, the kinematic condition says that the trace of (ũ i ,ω i ) at s ∈ {0, ℓ i } that corresponds to vertex V , i.e., (ũ i ,ω i )((P i ) −1 (V )), has to be equal to the trace (ũ j ,ω j )((P j ) −1 (V )). Thus, for k ∈ N, we define
A natural norm for this space is given by
The test space V s for the elastic mesh net problem is then defined to be the subspace of H 1 c (N , R k ) such that the inextensibility and unshearability conditions are satisfied. More precisely, we define the test space for the elastic mesh net problem to be
The inclusion of the kinematic coupling condition into the test space states that that come from the right hand-sides of equations (3.3) for i = 1, , n E , will all 275 sum up to zero. This is because the dynamic contact conditions state that the sum 276 of contact forces is zero, and the sum of contact moments at each vertex must be 277 zero, i.e., the contact forces are exactly balanced, and contact moments are exactly 278 balanced at each vertex. The resulting weak formulation then reads as follows: find
holds for all the test functionṽ S = ((
To simplify notation further in the text, we introduce the following notation for 283 the bi-linear form appearing on the left hand-side of the weak formulation (3.8):
In terms of this notation, the weak formulation of our elastic mesh net problem reads:
More details about the model can be found in [8] . Starting from 3D linearized 287 elasticity, the 1D reduced model defined as a collection of 1D rods was rigorously 288 derived and justified in [16] .
289
The following estimate, which holds for the elastic mesh net problem, will be 290 useful later in the analysis of the coupled mesh-reinforced shell model.
291
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C mesh > 0 such that
Proof. The estimate of the right hand-side implies (with
This implies the statement of the lemma. 4.1. Formulation of the coupled problem. We begin by recalling that in Section 2 we introduced a Naghdi shell parameterized by ϕ : ω → R 3 , and in Section 3
we introduced an elastic mesh net model, where the slender rod components are parameterized by
We assume that the shell and the reinforcing mesh are in "perfect contact", without slip, affixed one to another, so that the following holds:
See Figure 3 . We assume that ϕ is injective on ω. Therefore the functions Lemma 4.1. Let ϕ ∈ C 1 (ω; R 3 ). Then there exists a c π > 0 such that
Proof. From the definition we obtain ϕ(π i ) = P i for each i = 1, . . . , n E . Thus
Since P i is the natural parametrization one has
where · is the Euclidean norm and · F is the Frobenius norm. Therefore, since ∇ϕ is continuous and regular on the compact set ω, we obtain that
The weak formulation of the coupled problem. To define the weak formu-
301
lation of the coupled problem we introduce the following function space:
where we recall that V N (ω) and V S are the corresponding function spaces for the weak solution of the Naghdi shell and the elastic mesh problem, respectively. Thus, the function space for the coupled problem consists of all the functions (v, w) ∈ V N (ω), i.e., all the displacements v and all the infinitesimal rotations w in V N (ω), such that the composite function
i.e., the π-reparameterization, belongs to the mesh net solution space V S . Notice that 304 this imposes additional regularity on the functions in the Naghdi shell space V N (ω).
305
Lemma 4.2. The function space V coupled is complete, equipped with the norm
Proof. To see that this is a norm on V coupled is obvious. Thus we only have to show completeness. For this purpose assume that ((u n , ω n )) n ⊂ V coupled is a Cauchy sequence in V coupled . Therefore ((u n , ω n )) n is a Cauchy sequence in V N (ω) and
we obtain the following convergence properties
308
From the properties of the trace operator and the first convergence in (4.2) we obtaiñ
, for all i = 1, . . . , n E . Now, by using the second convergence in (4.2) we can take the limits in the inextensibility and unshearability conditions:
to obtain that the limit function (u • π i , ω • π i ) satisfies the same equation and thus
309
(u, ω) • π belongs to V S . Therefore, completeness is proved.
310
To define the weak formulation of the coupled problem we introduce the following bilinear form on V coupled :
and the linear functional containing the loads:
The model is now deduced from energy consideration. Namely, the total energy of 311 the coupled system is the sum of the potential energies of the shell and of the stent, 312 plus the work done by the loads exerted onto the shell. Therefore, the total energy of 313 the coupled system is equal to 314 (4.3) w) ).
315
The equilibrium problem for the coupled system can be now given by the minimization w) ).
318
For a symmetric bilinear form a coupled one simply obtains (e.g. see [11, Theorem 6.3-319 2]) that the minimization problem is equivalent to the following weak formulation: 
holds for all (v, w) ∈ V coupled .
327
Here, the properties of the material and of the cross-sections of the mesh rod Proof. The proof follows from the Lax-Milgram lemma. More precisely, since V coupled is complete by Lemma 4.2, and the functionals in (4.5) are obviously continuous on V coupled , one only needs to prove that the form a coupled is V coupled -elliptic. For that purpose, we estimate a coupled ((u, ω), (u, ω)) for (u, ω) ∈ V coupled by using the positive definiteness of a shell , a mesh and the property of the trace on V N (ω). More precisely, from the positive definiteness of a shell , given by the estimate (2.6), and from trace property on V N (ω), we first have:
The constant c is generic. By using the non degeneracy property of reparametrization
Combined with the ellipticity of a mesh given by Lemma 3.1 we obtain:
This shows the V coupled -ellipticity of the form a coupled , and therefore, the existence of 
341
We will be assuming that the mixed weak formulation is equivalent to the weak for-342 mulation (4.6), an issue that will be discussed elsewhere, and derive the differential 343 formulation from the equivalent mixed formulation, which we now introduce.
344
The mixed weak formulation. Let Q = L 2 (N ; R 3 ) and
The mixed formulation is then given by: find
is associated with the inextensibility conditions
350
Notice thatp acts as a Lagrange multiplier for the inextensibility and unshearability 
355
Let us introduce the following notation:
356 (4.9)
Shell :
357
These new variables have physical meaning: p corresponds to the shell's force stress Now, the first equation in (4.7) can be written as
365
(4.10)
366
To obtain the corresponding differential formulation, it is useful to write this weak formulation for the regions in ω that are bounded by the rods. For this purpose we note that domain ω is divided into a finite number of connected components by the sets π i ([0, ℓ i ]), which correspond to the reparameterization of slender rods in ω. We denote those connected sets by ω j , j = 1, . . . , n c , so that
If we now consider (4.10) for all the test functions (v, w) ∈ V mixed such that the support of (v, w) is in one ω j , we obtain:
From this formulation, it is easy to write the equilibrium equations for the forces p j := 367 p| ω j and couples q j := q| ω j , defined on each shell connected component corresponding
where p 
376
To include the presence of the reinforcing mesh, we proceed by performing inte-377 gration by parts in the first two terms on the left hand-side in (4.10). Here we recall 378 that ω can be written as the union of the sub-components ω j , plus the boundary ∂ω j .
379
Integration by parts on each sub-domain ω j leads to the differential terms in the inte-
380
rior of ω j , plus the boundary terms. Since balance of linear and angular momentum 381 (4.11) hold in the interior of each ω j , the only terms that remain are the boundary 382 terms. Thus, we have: and ω j2 . The equations on the edges that follow from (4.12) are local and can thus be decoupled. By using the change of variables in the first two integrals in (4.12) to convert the integrals over ∂ω j into the integrals over (0, ℓ i ), we can write (4.12) for each edge e i as follows:
Thus, after integration by parts in the last two terms on the left hand-side, we obtain 389 the differential form of the equations holding on all the edges:
391
These equations determine the dynamic coupling conditions between the stent and 
409
This problem is further supplemented by the boundary conditions holding at 410 the ends of the shell itself. More precisely, the problem is to find (u, ω, p, q),
411
such that in the interior of each ω j , j = 1, . . . , n c , the following holds:
412
(4.14)
together with the constitutive relations:
and the boundary conditions on ∂ω j given by the continuity of displacement 416 between the shell and slender mesh rods reinforcing the shell:
418
Notice that problem (4.14), (4.15) is a differential problem for (u, ω). The 419 forces and couples can be recovered from (4.15) once (u, ω) are calculated.
420
2) The elastic mesh sub-problem. Solve a large system of problems consist- 
Here, the right hand-sides of equations (4.17) denote the jumps across the i- 
and the inextensibility and unshearibility conditions:
440
The boundary conditions at s = 0, ℓ i for system (4.17)-(4.19) are given in This manuscript is for review purposes only.
conditions are included in the solution space V coupled , while the dynamic coupling 462 conditions are imposed in the weak formulation (4.6).
463
The coupled shell-stent problem as a graph-based multi-component 464 free-boundary problem defined on a collection of simply connected domains 465 separated by graph's edges.
466
We can think of the coupled problem (4.14)-(4.21) as a free-boundary problem 467 for the Naghdi shell S = ϕ(ω), which is defined as a union of simply connected sub- simulate the mechanical properties of arterial walls, while the elastic mesh model 488 discussed above was used to simulate the mechanical properties of coronary stents.
489
We discretized the coupled stent-reinforced artery model using a finite element 490 method approach and implemented it within a publicly available software package
491
FreeFem++ (see [19] alloy with E = 2.43 · 10 11 P a, while the remaining stents are made of a 316L alloy of 506 stainless steel with E = 2.1 · 10 11 P a. The Poisson ratio is assumed to be ν = 0.31.
507
The struts' cross-sections are square, except for certain curly parts of the Cypher-like 
511
The parameter values for the cylindrical Naghdi shell are the following: the reference diameter of the shell's middle surface is 2R = 3mm and length 33mm. The shell is parametrized by
The thickness of the shell is h = 0.58mm, the Young modulus E = 4 · 10 5 P a and the
512
Poisson ratio ν = 0.4.
513
In all the examples, an interior pressure of 10 4 N/mm 2 was applied to the inte-514 rior shell surface to inflate the shell and the response in terms of displacement and 515 infinitesimal rotation was measured.
516
Two sets of boundary conditions are used:
517
• Data 1. The first set of boundary conditions simulates a straight coronary artery treated with a stent. The shell is assumed to be clamped, with zero displacement and zero rotation at the end points:
• Data 2. The second set of boundary conditions corresponds to a curved coronary artery treated with a stent. The shell is assumed to be clamped, with a given non-zero displacement and rotation at the end points of the shell prescribed in a way that causes bending of the shell: 5.1. Straight geometry with homogeneous boundary conditions. We be-
520
gin by first considering a straight vessel without a stent, exposed to the internal pres- This can be compared to the behavior of the same vessel but with a stent inserted in
526
This manuscript is for review purposes only. it. In Figure 6 we show the deformation, colored by radial displacement, for the four 527 stents inserted in the vessel. The same internal pressure loading onto the coupled 528 stent-vessel configuration was considered with the pressure of 10 4 N/mm 2 as before. This manuscript is for review purposes only. vessel is caused by applying the boundary conditions from Data 2, above. Table 1   567 shows the radii of curvature for all the cases considered in Figure 9 . We see that 568 the stiffest stent to bending, when inserted into an artery, is the Palmaz-like stent,
569
followed by the Cypher-like stent, the Express-like stent, and the Xience-like stent. behavior of mesh-like structures, such as stents, whose 3D elastic behavior is approx-584 imated by a net/network of 1D curved rods. This is the first mathematical coupled 585 model for mesh-reinforced shells involving reduced models. Each of the two reduced 586 models has been mathematically justified to provide a good approximation of 3D elas-587 ticity when the thickness of the shell and the thickness of stent struts is small with 588 respect to the larger dimension, which is the shell surface size or stent strut length 589 [20, 21] . In the present manuscript we formulated the coupled model and proved the existence of a unique weak solution to the proposed coupled shell-mesh problem by 591 using variational methods and energy estimates.
592
The new Naghdi shell type model is particularly suitable for modeling the coupled The stent model, while it captures the full, leading 3D deformation of stent struts, it
598
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